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The present report contains a description of experi-
ments made for the pur~ose of ascertaining the effective
width of circularly curved sheet under pure flexural
OtreeO.

A relation fo? the effective width of curved sheets
Is established. ~omparieons with similar tests made by
the DVL manifest good agreeaent.

I. INTRODUCTION

Experiments were made with circular cylinders com-
pressed In longitudinal direction. Tho nheetg were rig-
idly built In at the side~ parallel to the axis of tho
cylinder. This shoull be bo~ne In min~ when applying the
results to constructed airplane” shells since frequently
during riveting or by wide rivet pitch the sheet buckles
at the stiffener sections also.

In stiffened shells under compression the carrying
capacity of the buckled sheet between stiffeners cmbe ac-
counted for by the introduction of an “effective width.”
The sheet is replaced by two assumedly buckling-resistant
sheet strips of such width 2 bR, that their carrying ca-

pacity under a stress equivalent to tho shortonlng at the
sheet edge is the same as that of the bucklad sheet panel
(fig. 1). For sheets rigllly built in at the side this
stress is equal to the zdge ntres~ UR of the sheet.

‘ UR 2 bR= Um t (1)

*nDle mlttragende Breite nach dem Ausknicken bel krummen
Blechon.n Luftfanrtforschung, vol. 15, no. 7, July 6, 1938,
pp. 34@-44.
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To find the carrying capacity or the effective width
2 bR, respectively, circular braaa cyllndere were tested

in pure compression conformably to figure 2. E’rom the
total load and the ehortenlng” of the section measured dur-
ing the test, the section load (with allowance for the sec-
tion shares) and the effective width of the sheet were ob-
tained.

Hith unsymmetrically arranged stiffener sections
which, aside from compression, are also subjected to small

flexural stresses - say, due to eccentrically applied load
for instance - the edge stress OR and the mean section

stress Um manifest considerable discrepancies uhder cer-
P

tain circumstances. In such cases, it is preferable to re-
fer the value for the effective width for practical reasons

~R
by ~— to the mean section stress:

mp

~2bR=Fl
2 bmp = ~

‘5?:
(%) ‘~ (3

II. RESULTS

(2)

The effective width of tho flat sheet in pure compres-
sion is, according to Lahde-Wagner (reference 1)

(3)

whereby a slightly exceeded buckling stress
(;+ ‘s

presumed for k = 1. By considerably exceeded buckling

( OR
stress —>3

)
k ultimately approaches 2. The factor k

NQ
was obtained from experiments on sheets with rigidly built-
in edges.

On the basis of these tests, the equation for the ef-
fective width of circularly curved sheets is as follows

(4)
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where $ = ~ Is the angle at center.of the sheet panel,
. . . . . . .

an s the edge stress appearing at the ‘edge of the
sheet, and ,.

buckling stress of the panel.

2 bR
The values for — are plotted In figure 3 for the

t

flat sheet accordln~ to equation (3) and for the curved
sheet ((p up to 30 ) according to equation (4) agatn.et

.( ~R
the degree of exceeded buckling load — up to 13).

‘m

In the extreme case of g = O, equation (4) becomes
equation (3) for the flat sheet provided that the buckling

(~R
etrese ie not substantially exceeded —< 3, i.e.,.-

k=l )
)“

Otherwise ~~ > 3) we find’”:> 1 for the

flat sheet according to Wagner-Lahdet stests: and In this
case the curved sheet, equation (4) does not change to the
flat sheet, equation (3). Within the zone of very small
~ rigidly built-in sheets probably disclose marked sensi-
tivity relative to original curvature.

Equation (4) is applicable to sheets with built-in
longitudinal edges under pure compression. For the panel
edge diagonal to the direction of compression, the experi-
ments disclosed no noticeable impairment of the wrinkling
condition ae a result of the clamping effect, on tolerably
great panel length Z to panel width .t (z/t > 2.5).

With regard to the range of the dimensions, equation
(4) applles only to such dimensioned s~eets as at buckling
man.ifeet elastic st.rains. .

,.
. Eigure 4 illustrates.the results of a calculation of

the effective width for the came edge stressee according
to equation (4) plotted against the ugle at. the center g.
The data refer to brass aheete of given aspect ratio

(
t

)
-=500.. .Tie offectlve width grows,. as Is seen, almost
s

proportionally with cp In the plotted range. Only at high
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edge etreanee does an. almost complete flattening-out of”
the lines take place. A means of comparison between the
carrying capaclty”of flat (cp= O) and curved sheet is
afforded by the dashed line; its location complies with
the condition 2 bR(curved) = 2 bR(flat).

III. TEST SPTCIHEXS AND TEST LAY-OUT

Altogether, eleven teet cyllnders of springy sheet
brass* were provided. The panels were riveted together
by copper rivets with a 2 cm pitch at the lap-riveted
seams and 3 cm at the sections (fig. 2). Against undesir-
able .wrinkllng of the sheet edge a symmetrical arrangement
of the flanged sections and flattened sheet edges provided
in some meaeure a guarantee for the zones of maximum com-
pression stress as well. To forestall an adverse load
initiation, the test specimen and the pressure plate of the
experimental set-up were mutually fitted in to about 7/1000
mm u-riderlight-slot control” by luminous bodies mounted in
the cylinder.

The choice of cylinilpr dimensions was largely governed
by the customary range of application In airplane shell con-
struction.

Table I contains the most Important cylinder dimen-

sions, the individual cp, ~, and ~ values as well as
s

cross-section proportions of section and sheet, along with
the theoretical and experimental buckling-stress data.

The test lay-out (fig. 5) consists of two pressure
plates whose distance can be varied as desired by a spindle.
10 assure purest possible compression stresses, a flexible
tehslon bar a was mounted at the lower ond of the spindle
and the lower preseure plate was fitted with a longitudinal
ball bearing. The test load was computed from the measured
sag of two springs c mounted on knife edges b, figure 6.
The instrumental accuracy was around 1 percent within the
range of 600 to 10,000 kg.

@Elongation (strain) measurements on cylinders 4, 6, 7, and
8 averaged” E.= 1;03 x 106 kg/cma,” and X = 1.06 x 10e
kg/cma for the othprs.
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IV. TrnST PROCEDURE AND INTERPRETATION

-. . . . . . -,--------- .. . .. ..

The tent cylinders were progressively loaded to fail-
ure, I.e., to the highest admissible mtroms of the temt
lay-out. The compressive strain

6P
in the soctlons was

recorded on tliree dial gages (figs. 8 to 12). The read-
ings were qimu~taneous and afforded good agreement before
an~ after buckling.

“ The evaluation of the ~easuremcnts was as follows:
from the difforenco of total load P~ and section load

‘P
=3EEFp the load supported by tho sheet was obtained

‘after which with consideration to the eheet area FE =3st

the effectivo width was computed at

Figure 7 illuetratas the test data for the effective
width arranged according to cp.

2 bR
The experimentally defined

valuea for -— (single dots) and those computed accord-
t

ing to eauation (4) (solid line) are shown plotted against

a) Buckling Stress of S:leet “Panel

Buckling occurred simultaneously on all three panels.
The experimental buckling stresses are in good agreement
with the theoretical values

except for cylinders 9, 10, and 11, with large cp, where.
the experimental exceeded the calculated figures by as. “
much as 35 percent.

. . .-

b) Wrinkling and Carrying Capacity

Small v (cp= 2.5°; 5°, 9.5°) were accompanied by ar.

— — .- —
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bitrary oppositely ~taggered wrinkles. With increasingly
exceeding critical @tress, secondary buckles, usually
starting at the edge of the sheet, manifested themselves.
Further increasing edge stress was followed by sudden
bulge rearrangement accompanied by a reduction in effec-
tive width, aa illustrated In figure 7 for cylinders and

CTR
2 at —= 7.5 and = 5, respoctivolym The test values

ok

for both cylinders is on the averago In good agreement with
equation (4) and very good fcr cylinder 3.

At medium V(W= 13° and 30°) and slightly exceeded
buckling stress, all panels dimclcsed only one inwardly
directed bulge, which, however, was also followed by sec-
ondary bulges as the buckling stress was increasingly ex-
ceeded, although to a lesser extent than for tho originally
slightly curved sheets (figs. 8 and 9). Thoro was no re-
versal of bulges for T = 30°. Cylinder No. 6 disclosing
a comparativel~ flat course of tho effcctlve width, evinced
no secondary bulges oven after markedly exceeded buckling
stroes. The carrying capacity of c~lindcr~ 4, 7, and 8,
with the same cp but different wall thicknesses (s = G.036
cm and s = 0.052 cm) ehomed good agreement with equation (4).

Cyllader Ho. 5 disclosed a marked reduction in carry.
ing capacity as a result of additional prebulges produced
during riveting, as seen in fi=gure 10 and 11, especially on
the section at the right. They also” show their not incon-
siderable effect on the secondary bulges near the edge. -

At great cp (cp= 65° and 113°) the experlnents showed
severe bulging (fig. 12, cylinder No. 11, correspond to
v .= 1130). AS regards the carrying capacity, cylinder No.
10 gave only one test point, while on cylinders Nos. 9 and
11 sheet and section buckled simultaneously.

c) Norm of Failure

OQ all cylinders the failure of the edge section oc-
curred In the plastic range directly ad~acent to the prin-
cipal bulges (figs. 10 and 11).

..
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APFEITDIX
. ,-.-..... . .. .---- .. . .

In the DVL five test specimens (reference 2) (Panels)
of duralumln with section stlffendrs on one side were com-
pressed according to figure 13 over fitted-on clamplng
rails. Tho atreeee~ were recorded during the teetn at
various polnte of the sheet (a~) and on the stiffening

sections (ump ) with tensiometers aaaording to arrange-

ment In figure 13. The records disclosed additional bend-
ing stresses on the sections of all panels.

These DVL taste were also used to check equation (4)
The effective width 2 ba was computed from the DVL data
and plotted in figure 14 for comparison with equation (4)
(solid curve) .

The panels 2, 3, and 4 with different
z
r

values (2.5

and 5.2) manifest good agreement with equation (4). While
panel 5 with outside sttffener sections and especially
panel 1 give surprisingly high values for the effective
width. In these two panels the supplementary bending
stresses were especially high. The discrepancies between
the DVL test data and equation (4) is probably traceable
to the fact that In connection with this bending the short-
ening of the panel in the median zone was not the same as
that on its edge.

Translation by J. Vanier,
Bational Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
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_ I. Dimensionsandlhzcklhg Stresses of the Test Cylinders (in cm, @units) :

Identification

Angle at center . . . . . q

(kuwatur eradiue . . . . r

{

length . . . 1
Sheet panel width . . . t

thidklless.. s

ThMcness of section.. . s
s

Total are& of cylinder.. I’z

?rcmortionof sheet T
~n percent of

)Proportionof section ● ‘Z
In percent of

J

Buckling stress of flat
sheet. . . . . . . . .U

%

Incrensein stress dw
to curvature , . . . .(J&

Buckling.stress of
mzrved sheet . . . . . UK

Experimentallydefined
buckling stress. s .

“%

1

2.50

410

47.4
16.7
).lol

2.54
4060
l@

),nG2

8.73

64.i3

35.2

155

76

233

220

2

5°

24s

55.0
21.7
)Oogo

2.53
3100
270

).061

g,g~

64.g

35.1

73

103

176

170

3

g“5°

Mo

57;7

).062

2“5

?
200
35

).042

6.~5

69.7

30.3

26

110

136

107

4

13°

103

gg.5
~J.~
).on

2.5
1270
2tlg

L062

8.62

%:5

33*7

62

244

306

370

.Testcylinders

5

13°

120

65.7
27

•-J4~

2=5
2&45
643

.031

&m~2

70.3

2Y.7

6

.9m50

53

%
M

).072

2s5
730
250

).050

6.36

52.1

3799

13 133

log 423

1221 506

131 560

7

30°

54

70

).0;;

2*5
1500
780

).030

$,52

70.13

29.2

9

206

215

190

i3

30°

7

70
30

1.052

2,33
logo
577

).035

6.4

73.1

26.9

16

2g4

300

320

9

65°

29

;
).045

2949
644
“730

).035

.-3.1

73.4

26.6

10

493

503

660

10

66°

25

70
21!.8
o~05

2.43
500
576

).035

6.06

72.2

27.g

16

636

652

MI

113°

17.8

u
).035

ki

745 “ ‘

m I
KM
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section Section.

figure 1.- Stresu distribution
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Figure 2.. Section of ● test cyl-

over panel width t. inder.

.

~—~.l?lat *beet buiit-in.hgnir- -

—

30” 20.

2 4 6 8 10
’3’

12
UK

Figure 3.- The affective width for flat and circular cumod
mheeta plotted against the degree of ●xooaded

buckling stress (nondimensioml presentation).
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?igure 4.- The effective width for identical edge ●tremaea
plotted against~ [ratio of sheet width to wall

thickness: ~.=~, (~terial: brass). -
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Figure ?.- Test data for the effective width arranged
according tog.
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t

q75

Q5

. to eq.(4)

rigure 14. -

0 ,. ‘2 46

Comparison of the INL data with the dat&
for the effective width according to eq.(4).
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Mgnro 5.- T*8% arrangement.

Hgure 8.- Test cylinder no.4
●t ~/6K ‘2.48

-e 6.- Setup for determining
the temt load.

b–Knife edges.
Springs c mounted on b.

m 9.- Teet cylinder no.4
at ~/aX-5.
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Figure 10.. Test cylinder nO.5
at ~/aK-4.63

3?igure11.- Test cylinder no.5
(form of failure)

.“..X,. -. . . _ -., .

~igure 13.- DVL test arrangement.

Figure 12.- Test cylinder no.il
(form of failure)
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